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Chapter 1111 Pressure 

The four Law Runes-covered Four Element Bombs instantly condensed in the mouths of the Barbarian 

Oxs and exploded on contact. 

The violent power exploding in such a narrow space made the burst power exceed the Four Element 

Bombs. Half of the four Barbarian Oxs’ heads were destroyed, and their huge bodies were like four 

several-dozen-meter-tall small mountains shielding the front of the array. 

After completing that step, Lin Yun gravely looked at the several dozens of Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic 

Beasts in the rear. 

A dozen ten-meter-big Destruction Energy Spheres were flying over from a distance and their berserk 

destructive power stirred the surrounding elemental power into chaos. 

The pressure carried by a dozen Destruction Energy Spheres was no less powerful than a small 

Extraordinary Spell. 

Everyone had cold sweat trickling down as they faced that dozen of Destruction Energy Spheres, no one 

dared to leave the protection range of the array formation. 

A second later, that dozen Destruction Energy Spheres landed on top of those four Barbarian Oxs’ 

corpses. 

The berserk destruction power burst out and the dozen Destruction Energy Spheres rapidly expanded. It 

seemed as if a dozen several-dozen-meter-big ashen black spheres exploded in the front. 

The berserk attack transformed into a storm, a storm that devoured everything. 

After a few seconds, that terrifying storm of destruction slowly dissipated and it looked as if a monster 

had taken a bite of the ground over a hundred meters in front of the array formation. 

The ground in front of the array formation was missing an eight-meter-deep layer. As for the four 

corpses of the Barbarian Oxs blocking in front of the array formation like meat shields, they also lost a 

part of their bodies. 

The corpses of the Barbarian Oxs were sprawled on the ground and were missing a four-meter-wide 

side. A quarter of their body had suddenly disappeared. 

Kurumu paled as he looked at the scene before his eyes before suddenly understanding. 

‘Heavens, I finally understand why Sir Merlin wanted to stop the few dozen Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic 

Beasts from approaching, he wanted to get rid of those four foolish Barbarian Oxs first. 

‘Damn, if not for these four idiots being used as meat shield, our array formation would have definitely 

been unable to resist that attack. 

‘If a dozen Destruction Energy Spheres directly hit the array, it would take three seconds at most before 

the entire array formation burst and we would lose more than half of the group under that kind of 

destruction.’ 



Everyone looked like they had a new lease on life, but Lin Yun became even more serious. 

He had shown good control and let the four Barbarian Oxs attack the array formation first in order to 

use their bodies as meat shields. 

They had innate Stoneskin, they didn’t need to cast it as it was always active, and thus, using their 

corpses as meat shields showed wonderful effects. 

It was a trick he had thought of on the spot to guard against those Heaven Rank Magic Beasts’ 

Destruction Energy Spheres. During the previous battles, they had to grit their teeth and block them 

from afar because of this. 

A berserk power like Destruction Energy Spheres could attack further the more they were controlled. 

These Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts simply couldn’t control those berserk destructive powers. They 

could go a kilometer at most before they lost control. 

As long as they blocked them a kilometer away, they wouldn’t need to be afraid of not being able to 

resist the power of the Destruction Energy Spheres. 

But because of that 2nd Rank Heaven Beast’s long-distance Extraordinary Spells, Syudos’ painstakingly 

set-up flame defense had thoroughly collapsed and these magic beasts could attack within a kilometer. 

He purposefully let the four Barbarian Oxs attack, but he hadn’t expected that a quarter of their bodies 

would have been destroyed by one attack. 

Losing the layer of Stoneskin, the Barbarian Oxs corpses could at most resist another volley of 

Destruction Energy Spheres before being thoroughly destroyed. 

Lin Yun flew at a low altitude and roared, “Focus fire on the magic beasts that just released Destruction 

Energy Spheres! The others will just dodge and charge in the formation if these guys released another 

volley.” 

After roaring, Lin Yun took the lead in flying out of the defense of the array formation. The Draconic 

Staff’s Purple Dragon Incarnation could be seen behind him. Barton and Lagulin were also summoned 

out of the Book of Death. 

Lin Yun even used the Element Chapter to summon a Peak Level 39 Flame Elemental Dragon. 

He used everything at his disposition regardless of mana consumption, the buff of the Element Chapter 

had also been roused to the extreme. 

The huge wheel shadow was floating behind him and numerous Law Runes appeared on Lin Yun’s body 

before forming a Law Runic Shield. 

At that moment, Lin Yun’s mana was like a canteen with a hole from which mana crazily poured out. 

Four Element Bombs kept condensing in front of Lin Yun. That spell was most effective when faced with 

a huge group of beasts. 

Four Element Bombs kept flying out, continuously creating mushroom clouds as those magic beasts at 

the forefront exploded in bits of flesh and blood. 



But that destructive power was extremely limited. There was really too many Beastmen. 

Lin Yun kept releasing Four Element Bombs, Gaia’s Hands, Touch of Frost... 

A Horned Viper over a hundred meters long raised its head and spurted out black rain-like venom. Then, 

the ground under its body shook and a twenty-meter-big dark hand emerged from below. 

That huge hand seemingly made from black stone as fiercely grabbed at that Horned Viper’s nake and 

held it in place. At the same time, a tentacle of frost had spread to the Horned Viper and a layer of icy 

blue light had instantly covered the Horned Viper’s body. 

A layer of the ice had condensed on top of the Horned Viper and had greatly reduced the Horned Viper’s 

reaction speed. That delay was enough for the Gaia’s Hands to grab its neck. 

Then, the Horned Viper opened its mouth to spray corrosive venom onto the Gaia’s Hands, but a Four 

Element Bomb exploded in its mouth. After a loud explosion, only fragments of the viper’s head 

remained. 

Lin Yun killed this Horned Viper in just three seconds, but then, that 2nd Rank Heaven Beast’s aura 

covered the battlefield and greatly suppressed Lin Yun’s strength. He even had to split a lot of his power 

to resist that 2nd Rank Heaven Beast’s aura. 

The moment the aura of the Heaven Beast appeared, a ten-meter-big fireball, a twenty-meter-big huge 

rock, and a ten-meter-long Frost Spike simultaneously hit his Law Runic Shield. 

The fireball, rock, and Frost Spike exploded and the force of the impact made the Law Runes covering 

Lin Yun’s Law Runic Shield roam frantically. It was originally similar to a transparent sphere wrapped 

around Lin Yun. But at this moment, it was more like a deformed balloon on the verge of exploding. 

After flying upside down for several dozen meters, Lin Yun managed to stabilize himself. He was flushed 

and almost spat out a mouthful of blood. 

Injuring ten monsters wasn’t as valuable as eliminating one. 

These magic beasts were huge and their hide thick. Injuries, unless they were fatal, would only serve to 

increase their ferociousness, it wasn’t really worth it. 

But getting rid of one could decrease the pressure. 

However, he hadn’t expected the magic beasts to be that crazy and the power of their spells to be so 

much stronger than expected. The attack of three Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts almost shattered 

the Law Runic Shield. 

Lin Yun had calculated that with the current power of the Law Runic Shield, it wouldn’t shatter as long as 

the attack it received didn’t surpass a 1st Rank Heaven powerhouse’s Extraordinary Spell. 

Replaced by these Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts, he could resist three Destruction Energy Spheres 

at once! 

If it was these Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts’s instinctive casting, he would definitely resist five 

spells simultaneously. 



But because of the 2nd Rank Heaven Beast’s aura, he could barely resist three of their instinctive spells 

and they almost shattered his Law Runic Shield. 

That 2nd Rank Heaven Beast had yet to come, it hadn’t even made another move, yet it already forced 

him to use 40% of his power to resist it. 

Lin Yun’s expression turned more and more unsightly as he made calculations. 

If its aura pressure could do that, then there was only one conclusion: that 2nd Rank Heaven Beast 

hadn’t been an ordinary inferior magic beast before being transformed into a Pseudo Heaven Rank 

Magic Beast by the array. 

It inevitably possessed some powerful magic beast bloodline. Only this kind of magic beast with a 

powerful bloodline could create so much pressure on lower ranked lifeforms just with its aura. 

That’s power from the bloodline, it’s a natural gap. It’s just like a Level 40 Dragon facing a Level 40 Pig 

Beastman. Even if ten Pig Beastmen faced a Dragon of the same rank, they could only be killed. The aura 

pressure alone was enough to make the Pig Beastmen unable to display their power. 

‘Sh*t, my luck is so great. When summoning inferior magic beasts, that array must have summoned an 

inferior magic beast with a powerful bloodline.. 

‘After the forced transformation to the Pseudo Heaven Rank, that inferior magic beast must have 

strengthened his bloodline and may have gained wisdom after its transformation!’ 

Everyone pressured by that aura of the 2nd Rank Heaven Beast could only display a fraction of their 

power. Lin Yun’s had to split 40% of his power to resist the 2nd Rank Heaven Beast’s aura, let alone the 

others... 

The mage army was flying at a low altitude and their hundred-meter-big fire cloud had been compressed 

to fifty meters. The active elemental flames were like drowning fairies withdrawing in low spirits, and 

the speed at which flames flowed slowed down quite a bit. 

In the firecloud, a several-dozen-meter-tall Flame Giant stretched half of its body, as if trying to cross 

into the plane. It was trying its best to crawl out of the firecloud. 

But Five Frost Apes kept attacking and clashing with that Flame Giant, creating a large amount of white 

steam every time their attack clashed and slowing down the speed at which the Flame Giant condensed. 

Chapter 1112 Pressure 2 

Half a minute passed yet the mage army didn’t complete the summon of the Flame Giant. It took over 

twenty seconds longer than usual! 

In the air, half of the Flame Giant’s body was emerging from the firecloud and then kept recoiling, slowly 

returning towards the array formation. 

Relying on the array formation, the mage army managed to completely summon the Flame Giant, but 

the fifty mages no longer dared to leave the protection of the array, they could only control the Flame 

Giant from the rear to fight against Frost Apes. 



On another side, the puppet’s spellwaves and Enderfa’s elemental storm were also greatly pressured. 

The elemental power here was suppressed by the 2nd Rank Heaven Beast’s aura pressure. All elements 

were in low spirits and their liveliness had been greatly reduced. Even if they kept casting spells, they 

couldn’t raise the liveliness of the elements. 

As for the puppet’s spellwaves and Enderfa’s elemental storms, they were directly linked to the 

elements’ density and liveliness. 

The denser the power of the elements and the higher the activity, the stronger the spellcasting would 

be, especially for battle. Element power could become more and more berserk. At that time, the puppet 

and Enderfa’s casting would reach an even stronger power. 

But now, they were weakened by half because of the pressure. Spells of the four elements and storms of 

the four elements converged together and couldn’t suppress those berserk Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic 

Beasts. 

The most important part was that there were really too many Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts, a 

dozen were currently charging at the forefront. 

The puppet and Enderfa blocked three, but they were already backing away, slowly retreating to the 

defensive perimeter of the array formation. 

There, just as Enderfa and the puppet gave up on their own defenses, a Flame Impact, a Frost Roar, and 

a Flood of Darkness transformed into a tri-colored attack that ruthlessly fell onto the array formation. 

Law Runes led large numbers of runes to form a light boundary that kept decomposing the spells 

released by the magic beasts, splitting the power behind those spells apart. 

On another side, Xiuban was besieged by two Forest Wolves and was sent flying back to the array 

formation. The power of the impact even made the array formation regard it as an attack. 

Xiuban’s body ruthlessly fell onto the light boundary and the Law Runes within several dozen meters 

started flickering. 

After falling to the ground, Xiuban fiercely spat out a mouthful of blood and massaged a purple blue 

mark on his chest. 

“Damn, they are really powerful. These guys are truly strong, Lord Xiuban almost lost his life...” 

On another side, Reina was forced to return to the array formation’s defensive perimeter. 

It had been less than a minute, and apart from Lin Yun being able to get rid of a magic beast, no one else 

managed that feat. 

That group of crazy Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts forced Lin Yun and the others back into the array 

formation and ten Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts immediately opened their maws and Destruction 

Energy Spheres full of destruction aura appeared within their mouths. 



Ashen black Destruction Energy Spheres flew out and once again ruthlessly impacted onto the four 

corpses. Glaring rays of light suddenly blossomed and those Destruction Energy Spheres were like a 

group of killer ants rapidly destroying the corpses of the four Barbarian Oxs. 

The earth kept shaking as pitch-black spatial cracks emerged outside the array formation and the light 

barrier’s radiance blossomed to its peak. 

Numerous runes appeared on the light boundary, there were even four crystal-like Law Runes suddenly 

appearing at the peak. 

This meant that the light boundary’s defenses had been roused to their peak. The light boundary would 

only shatter once those four crystal-like Law Runes were shattered to pieces. 

After a dozen seconds of fierce vibrations, the chaotic power also started dissipating. The dust and 

smoke scattered, letting everyone see the scene on the other side of the light boundary. 

The four Barbarian Oxs’ corpses treated as meat shields had already transformed into a big pile of 

fragments, and most of the several-dozen-meter-long bodies had already been destroyed. 

The hundred meters in front of the light boundary now looked just like the depression. 

And this time, there was already a dozen melee-proficient magic beasts with formidable bodies outside 

the light boundary. 

The battle started again, but they were all casting, trapped within the light boundary. If they left the 

light boundary’s range, most of their power would be used to defend themselves, they simply wouldn’t 

be able to cast. 

By relying on the array formation’s defenses, they were able to slowly stabilize the situation. Syudos 

released the hottest Hellfire while Reina kept releasing powerful Chills. The environment formed by two 

extremes somewhat weakened those crazy magic beasts. 

The mage army followed after Syudos and cast fire spells, while Enderfa and the puppet kept releasing 

ice spells. 

With this slow weakening effect, the power of these Pseudo Heaven Magic Beasts were more or less 

reduced to half. During this time, Lin Yun started reaping the lives of Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts, 

one after another . 

After over half an hour like this, everyone was exhausted. Thirteen Pseudo Heaven Ranks Magic Beasts’ 

corpses were piled in front of the array. 

But no one had time to collect mana crystals this time, because not only did the number of Pseudo 

Heaven Rank Magic Beasts in the rear hadn’t decreased, there was even more than at the start! 

Lin Yun released three Four Element Bombs and destroyed half of a Bristletooth Beast’s head, 

exhaustion visible on his face. 

“Everyone hold on for a while, then we will kill some Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts and use these 

magic beasts’ corpses as meat shields. We will leave immediately whenever that 2nd Rank Heaven Beast 

decides to make a move. ” 



Lin Yun didn’t believe that the light boundary could resist the 2nd Rank Heaven Mage. He now kept 

fighting just in order to delay a bit more. 

They would be able to remain on the defensive as long as that 2nd Rank Heaven Beast didn’t personally 

make a move. 

Moreover, that array was manufacturing ten mana crystals a day. These Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic 

Beasts were also harvestable mana crystals. 

Since that 2nd Rank Heaven Beast had already appeared, who would believe that it was only here to 

enjoy the show. If they kept on fighting, the other side would definitely attack them. 

He had to get as much as possible while he could. 

As long as the enemies didn’t break through, it would be the same as gaining a mana crystal every two 

hours and some. Coupled with the challenging battle against these Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts, 

although the danger was huge, the harvest was even bigger. 

After an hour, all the mages of the mage army were pale as their mana consumption was extremely 

fierce. 

Lin Yun had already distributed three Mana Potions and every mage of the mage army had already 

drunk two. Taking a third one would reach their limits, if they took one more, they would start to lose 

control over their mana and even the purity of their mana would decrease by more than half. They 

would need to spend a lot of time purifying their mana after this battle. 

Xiuban raised Carnage, his thick aura and the yellow halo covering Carnage had already dissipated. After 

adding Gravity onto Carnage, Carnage was somewhat heavy enough. After close to two hours of battle, 

even a monster like Xiuban had a dozen scars on its body. 

On the other side, the puppet’s weapon system has already been scrapped due to overload. 

The Ten Thousand Spell Wheel’s mana source was dimming and its mana was being rapidly consumed. 

Reina, in her Frost Dragon Shape, couldn’t even cast ordinary ice spells. 

The Purple Dragon that had been standing behind Lin Yun was exhausted and returned to the Draconic 

Staff in order to recover. Lin Yun was so exhausted he couldn’t straighten his back. 

He had the support of a Natural Demiplane, so he naturally didn’t have to worry about mana 

consumption. But unlimited mana didn’t mean that he could just keep on fighting. 

Even tireless puppets would overload during long fights and their components would be scraped, let 

alone humans. 

Casting in this kind of overload state for such a long period of time exhausted Lin Yun’s mind. It was a 

kind of exhaustion from the soul which continued to spread. Obviously, his mana was abundant and the 

efficiency and speed were reduced to the minimum when casting. 

That 2nd Rank Heaven Beast’s aura was getting heavier. It apparently specially pressured this location 

with its aura, not affecting those Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts. 



If this continued, it wouldn’t be long before that 2nd Rank Heaven Beast personally joined the fray. 

He turned to look at the mountain peak as a mana crystal was condensed there. A few seconds later, 

that Heaven Grade Array turned into another array summoning an inferior magic beast. 

After being released by Lin Yun, the Spirit Snake crawled to the peak of the mountain and returned with 

a mana crystal in its mouth. After having lost the mana crystal’s power as a primer, the Heaven Grade 

Array was unable to continue summoning the low level magic beast and instead kept condensing mana 

crystals. 

After pocketing the mana crystal, Lin Yun once again released the Spirit Snake and had it drill into the 

pile of corpses outside the light boundary. One by one, the Spirit Snake carefully took the mana crystals 

back in the zone, but there were already more than twenty Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts’ corpses 

outside the light boundary, and it only brought back seventeen mana crystals. 

The remaining magic beasts’ corpses were in areas being bombarded by spells. There were even some 

Destruction Energy Spheres falling there. If the Spirit Snake was unlucky enough to encounter one, it 

would be thoroughly destroyed. 

The bitter struggle continued. However, within a small mountain over a kilometer away from the 

battlefield, the mages of the relatively secretive Quicksand Tower were hiding and watching the fight. 

There was a passage leading quite far away within the mountain. Daggeth was standing there, leading a 

group of mage. At this time, he spat out three runes on the stone wall before him. 

Chapter 1113 Snatching 

The stone wall slowly became translucent and the Quicksand Tower’s mages watched the battlefield 

through the mountain’s surface. 

“Hell, how did Mafa Merlin do it? I suddenly discovered that those Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts 

left their territory to crazily charge in this direction. 

“But it turns out they came to attack Mafa Merlin. How did that guy do it? That’s a few dozen Pseudo 

Heaven Rank Magic Beasts! 

“It looks like Mafa Merlin killed over twenty within a few hours. 

“According to that speed, it would take at most two days before he gets enough mana crystals for a drop 

of Beast God’s Blood...” 

Daggeth was puzzled, he completely couldn’t understand how that happened. Ferton interjected 

“Sir Daggeth, what are we waiting for? We might not be able to kill several dozen Pseudo Heaven Rank 

Magic Beasts, but there are over twenty Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts’ corpses. 

“That’s over twenty mana crystals. How many Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts did we hunt over the 

past ten days? 

“Seven! 

“We only obtained seven mana crystals in ten days! 



“Hell, at this rate, when would we have enough mana crystals to trade for a good True Spirit Magic Tool? 

“Those brainless Raging Flame Beastmen just appeared, but they already have six Heaven Rank 

powerhouses. Moreover, the strongest Gold Beastmen have yet to appear. 

“The strongest among the Beastmen is that Gold Beastman General. He must have definitely advanced 

to the Heaven Rank. 

“He could already display the power of the Heaven Rank before advancing, there is definitely no one 

that can match him. 

“Mafa Merlin, that greedy leech, is simply forcing us into our death! 

“We might not have noticed that early on if not for our Quicksand Tower being sensitive to the earth 

pulse. 

“If not for that, Mafa Merlin would have already got rid of all the Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts of 

the Raging Flame Battlefield by the time we discovered this. 

“At that time, we would have been unable to hunt even one Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beast and we 

would have definitely been screwed in an all-out war against the Raging Flame Beastmen. 

“That damned leech, that idiot... Does he think that he can handle the Raging Flame Beastmen on his 

own if he gathered enough mana crystals? 

“We should snatch these corpses for the sake of the alliance. 

“Sir Daggeth, we should make a move now!” 

Daggeth was somewhat hesitant. 

“Sir Ferton, plundering an ally’s prey isn’t very good. Moreover, Mafa Merlin isn’t weak, his strength 

might only be second to Sir Dedale of the Burning Tower. 

“Moreover, his followers are also not weak, we..” 

Daggeth didn’t get to finish his words before several voices exclaimed. 

“Sh*t, Heavens, what’s that!” 

“Damn, that’s a mana crystal!” 

Daggeth turned his head towards the battlefield and saw the flaming power condensing atop that 

seemingly ordinary mountain peak. Law Runes were floating atop the mountain peak and even more 

array patterns could be seen. 

In an instant, that bare mountain became translucent and the Law Runes and patterns contained within 

could even be seen, but three seconds later, that change thoroughly disappeared and the peak of the 

mountain rapidly condensed into a mana crystal. 

Ferton had been extremely greedy for mana crystals all along, his eyes turned red and he removed his 

magic robe’s hat before shrieking, “Damn, what did I just see?! That was an array! 



“Sh*t, I finally understand why the Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts can’t go extinct in the Raging 

Flame Battlefield. Damn, that’s what that old Beastman meant. 

“These monstrous Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts were all created! 

“This is the place were the mana crystals are made, all the mana crystals are made from that location! 

“That b*stard Mafa Merlin actually thought he could monopolize this array? That greedy leech... No, he 

is even more stupid and greedy than those dirty goblins. 

“Sir Daggeth, we can’t keep waiting, this array has to be controlled by our Quicksand Tower. We 

absolutely can’t let a scoundrel like Mafa Merlin take over it. 

“What do you all think everyone? It would be fine if he only attracted some Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic 

Beasts, after all, we could still look for other magic beasts to hunt. 

“But Mafa Merlin not only attracted a large number of Pseudo Heaven Heaven Rank Magic Beasts, he 

also occupies this array. It won’t be long before we can no longer obtain mana crystals. 

“We would have been screwed... We can never let this array remain in Mafa Merlin’s hands. We 

absolutely can’t let Mafa Merlin hold onto it. 

“Everything we want might end up being taken by that Mafa Merlin, the Sand Waterfall Magic Book, the 

Earth Totem, the Elemental Crest... 

“They would no longer have anything to do with us... 

“Think about it, as long as we occupy that array, we would no longer have to face the danger of hunting. 

We would no longer be spending a huge amount of time every day to search for Pseudo Heaven Rank 

Magic Beasts. 

“As long as we defend this place, we would get a steady flow of mana crystals and we could trade for 

anything we want! 

“As long as there are enough mana crystals, trading things from that temple would definitely increase 

the strength of the Quicksand Tower!” 

Ferton’s eyes were red. He kept using the beautiful vision of the future to convince the mages of the 

Quicksand Tower. 

This made everyone’s eyes turn green. Even Daggeth, the most conservative one, was red-eyed. He had 

been fancying the Earth Totem for a while. 

That thing was a specialty of Earth Plane, it was both a magic material and a good item that could be 

used as a Magic Tool. 

Unfortunately, they were really too rare. The Quicksand Tower only had one, and it was in the hands of 

a Heaven Rank powerhouse. He simply didn’t have the opportunity to obtain it. 

Seeing that thing in the list of tradables of the temple made Daggeth excited. The Earth Totem was 

crafted into a jewel which could make the wearer’s earth magic power rise by 20% and it is very 

effective for Heaven Rank powerhouses! 



Unfortunately, the Earth Totem needed 89 mana crystals, and he couldn’t just take out all the mana 

crystals to exchange for an item for himself. 

Everyone, including Daggeth, had something they were aiming for. Unfortunately, they didn’t have 

enough mana crystals. 

The only thing they traded for was the Endless Sand as it could raise everyone’s strength. 

Ferton’s eyes were red as he pointed at the battlefield. 

“Sir Daggeth, why are you still hesitating, take a look, that damned Mafa Merlin isn’t going to let those 

corpses slip by. 

“He’ll take all the mana crystals in his pocket. The array can only be held in the hands of the Quicksand 

Tower.” 

Ferton was enticing Daggeth. All the mages of the Quicksand Tower were already envious and were all 

looking at Daggeth. 

The leader of this expedition was Daggeth, no one would dare to make a decision without permission if 

there was a problem, unless Daggeth nodded. 

Greed flashed in Daggeth’s eyes and he couldn’t help nodding. 

“Okay, we have to be the one controlling this kind of array. Mafa Merlin is truly too excessive! 

“But how can we take over the array? Mafa Merlin set up a boundary to guard it, do we have to follow 

those Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts and attack Mafa Merlin’s boundary? 

“Those damned beasts would definitely attack us, wouldn’t that be helping Mafa Merlin?” 

Ferton sneered. 

“Sir Daggeth, have you forgotten what we, mages of the Quicksand Tower, excel at? 

“Mafa Merlin’s boundary is an array. I’ve been carefully observing it, and it appears to be an array 

formation. 

“Mafa Merlin does have high achievements in the field of array, we would die if we try to force our way 

through. 

“But these arrays are arranged on the ground, we only need to change part of the ground and transform 

it into sand. 

“We don’t need to destroy the boundary, we only need to destroy one of the arrays of the array 

formation. Then, we would just have to let Mafa Merlin resist those crazy monsters. 

“After that, we just need to go around the back and occupy that array. We’ll use the Endless Sand to 

rapidly set up defenses that’ll lock Mafa Merlin and the magic beasts outside. 

“Haha, like this, Mafa Merlin would be the one helping us share the pressure. As long as we have the 

Endless Sand’s defenses, how could these stupid Pseudo Heaven Rank break through. 



“Moreover, we can all see that Mafa Merlin and his followers are already exhausted. It’ll definitely be 

very easy for us to take over the array. 

“Mafa Merlin definitely can’t resist us, with our full mana reserves and spells, he will only be able to 

stare blankly as we take over the array. 

“When the time comes, we will keep picking the fruits of victory. I’m sure those crazy magic beasts will 

definitely help us tear Mafa Merlin to pieces...” 

Ferton shared his plan and immediately grinned as everyone approved. 

After coming to a decision, Ferton was the first to follow the mountain’s tunnel to move underground. 

After chanting a brief incantation, Ferton released a yellow light towards the mountain wall and rapidly 

transformed it into sand before moving it behind them. 

A seven-meter- wide tunnel appeared in front of them. 

Every member of the Quicksand Tower were taking turns to supply the mana and it took them a minute 

to cross close to 400 meters. 

After three minutes, the Quicksand Tower’s mages had created a passage from the peak of their 

mountain to the array. 

As for the floor, Lin Yun and the others were caught in a bitter battle and no one noticed that a passage 

was being created ten meters under them. 

After half a minute, the radiant boundary suddenly became unstable. A part of the runes roaming on the 

boundary had become illusory and their roaming process had become bumpy. 

Problems appearing on one part made the light boundary, which was originally operating like a bowl 

covering the array, distort and continuously change form. 

Lin Yun’s complexion suddenly changed. He turned to look towards the side. The light of the array 

instantly dissipated, and even the ground where the array had been set up was rapidly transforming into 

sand. 

The sand-transformed earth was slowly caving in, and in a flash, a four-hundred-meter-big hole 

appeared. 

An excited Ferton came out and rushed towards the small mountain peak at the center of the 

depression. 

Chapter 1114 Endless Sand 

“Mafa Merlin! An idiot greedier than a goblin like you wants to occupy this array by yourself? Dream on! 

“This now belongs to our Quicksand Tower, hahaha, idiot, just wait to be torn apart by these crazy magic 

beasts! 

“Rest assured, we will mourn you after your death, thank you for discovering this array. 

“Hahaha...” 



Ferton and Daggeth flew the fastest, they threw out the Endless Sand the moment they rushed out of 

the hole. 

That fistful of sand frantically expanded and transformed into a several-dozen-meter-wide sand 

waterfall in less than a second. 

The sand waterfall was like a yellow ribbon that revolved around the central mountain peak, protecting 

all the Quicksand Tower’s mages within. 

In less than three seconds, the mountain peak at the center of the depression was thoroughly covered in 

yellow sand hiding the Quicksand Tower’s mages within. 

As for outside, a key part of the array formation had been destroyed and it immediately made the array 

formation unable to perfectly maintain its light boundary. 

Facing the crazy attack of those Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts, it took less than three seconds 

before it popped like a bubble. 

A large number of berserk spells could no longer be blocked by the light boundary and fell towards Lin 

Yun like a flood. 

The array formed by the mage army was instantly shattered to pieces and the firecloud they had 

transformed into exploded. The fifty of them spat out mouthfuls of blood as they fell from the sky. 

The patched puppet was hit by a Destruction Energy Sphere and a few of its first-rate replaced 

components directly exploded into scrap metal. Were it not for the patched puppet’s foundation 

genuinely being at the Heaven Rank, that attack would have destroyed it. 

The thick-skinned Xiuban had a blood face, and there was a meter-long cut across his back exposing his 

bones. It looked like he would have been torn in half had he not reacted on time. 

Reina’s wings had three big holes dripping with blood, and her back was burnt black. 

Everyone got injured almost instantly. The fifty mages were even seriously wounded. 

Lin Yun rapidly threw the fifty mages, Xiuban, Reina, and the patched puppet back in the Demiplane. He 

then turned and glanced at the depression, to the spot where the group of mages of the Quicksand 

Tower were being protected by the sand. 

“What’s the matter? Damned Mafa Merlin, you are still in the mood to glare at us? This is what you 

deserve. Why aren’t you going to those magic beasts to be torn to shreds? 

“This is really unfortunate, what can you do now? These raging magic beasts will never stop until they 

tear you apart. 

“Sure enough, this array is something that can only be controlled by our Quicksand Tower, we still have 

to thank you for discovering this array for us. 

“With this array, we will be able to trade for everything we want within two months. 

“Haha, Mafa Merlin, you want to glare at me? Fine, you only have a few minutes at most, so hurry up 

and resent me. Look, these crazy magic beasts won’t even give you an opportunity. 



“Hurry up and assist us in blocking these magic beasts, you don’t have a choice anyway...” 

Ferton proudly laughed and every mage of the Quicksand Tower smiled. 

The Endless Sand was a specialty of Earth Planes. Only endlessly barren Earth Planes could produce this 

kind of extreme treasure. 

A small Desert Plane might only give birth to a very small amount of Endless Sand, and that small 

amount was rumored to be the essence of the entire Desert Plane. As long as enough mana was 

supplied, that handful of Endless Sand could even turn into a Desert Plane. 

This was something the mages of the Quicksand Tower were yearning for. A little bit was enough to 

guarantee that the mages of the Quicksand Tower could display 120% of their strength in any 

environment. 

Even in the legends of the Quicksand Tower, those Desert Planes were Demiplanes left behind by fallen 

Heaven Mages. 

Now, the mages of the Quicksand Tower were continuously pouring mana and the created sandwaves 

were already linked to the ground. That Sand Dragon-like mountain peak was covered in terrifying sand 

that protected everything inside; 

As long as the mages of the Quicksand Tower took turns to pour mana into the Endless Sand, the sand 

would just keep on growing, with no sign of ever decreasing. 

Lin Yun glared murderously at the mages of the Quicksand Tower, especially Ferton since the latter was 

arrogantly floating amidst the sand while sneering. Lin Yun then turned around and burst with mana as 

he flew away. 

Ferton was somewhat surprised by Lin Yun’s actions and looked quite regretful. 

‘Damnit, that Mafa Merlin actually controls a Demiplane, he is so damned lucky. Inheriting the 

Demiplane left behind by a Heaven Rank powerhouse isn’t easy. This should have been the Demiplane 

left behind by some Heaven Mage of the Merlin Family. 

‘If not for that Demiplane, Mafa Merlin would have definitely not picked up his injured subordinates and 

would have fled on his own. At that time, his subordinates would have been killed by those crazy magic 

beasts, and Mafa Merlin might have even been dragged down and killed there. 

‘They helped us hunt some magic beasts, how nice. 

‘It’s a pity, these Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts might not be able to stop Mafa Merlin on his own. 

‘But it doesn’t matter, that damned guy was fortunately tactful enough and gave up on the array. 

Otherwise, even if these magic beasts didn’t kill him, I would have gotten rid of him. 

‘He must be at his limits after fighting for so long. The others might not even need to make a move, he 

wouldn’t be my opponent. 

‘In any case, it doesn’t matter whether Mafa Merlin dies or not, we already control this array. Everyone 

would have an increase in power. 



‘If Mafa Merlin dares to look for trouble then, he shouldn’t blame me for being rude. Letting him survive 

is already a thanks for finding out the array. 

Ferton couldn’t help laughing, and the other mages of the Quicksand Tower also had excited 

expressions. Even Daggeth, who originally didn’t approve of the plan, was flushed from excitement. 

At that time, a terrifying roar echoed and spatial ripples could be seen in the air, just like the water of a 

lake being disturbed. 

The terrifying soundwave created gales that carried rock fragments to form a sand and dust storm 

moving towards them. The 2nd Rank Heaven Beast’s terrifying aura suddenly fell upon them and 

pressured them. 

It was like the Endless Sand controlled by the Quicksand Tower’s mages encountered a desert’s tornado, 

the countless grains of sand were swept by the sandstorm before charging into the Plane’s barrier. 

Ferton exclaimed in alarm, “Damn, what’s that thing? Heavens, a 2nd Rank Heaven Beast?! Sh*t, how 

could there be something like this?! Hurry up and pour more mana in, it’s drawing in too much sand!” 

Daggeth was actually the calmest and he gave orders with a deep voice, “Everyone pour mana into the 

Endless Sand!” 

Over twenty mages of the Quicksand Tower simultaneously poured all the mana they could into the 

Endless Sand. Suddenly, waves of Endless Sands suddenly appeared and continuously replenished the 

sand walls protecting them. 

After a dozen seconds, the sandstorm ultimately dissipated and the Quicksand Tower’s mages sighed in 

relief. But when the sand dispersed, the scene unveiled in front of them was even more terrifying. 

On the horizon, a dark blue large bird was slowly flying towards them. The bird had a long Phoenix-like 

head, but it didn’t have the long tail of a phoenix. 

It only had two wings on which burnt dark blue flames, and its wingspan was over a kilometer in length. 

Each time it flapped its wings, it would create some invisible gales. It was like Wind Blades appeared out 

of nowhere and ruthlessly engulfed both sides. 

Lin Yun was currently concealing himself in the air, three kilometers away. After seeing the appearing 

2nd Rank Heaven Beast, his doubts were finally solved. 

‘Dark Night Phoenix!’ 

There was an extremely small chance of a Shadow Sparrow evolving into a powerful magic beasts, but 

Shadow Sparrows were just level 10 magic beasts. Unfortunately, the overwhelming majority of the 

time, their Dark Night Phoenix’s bloodline wouldn’t awaken. 

It would only awaken under some extreme circumstances and they could rise from the ashes, evolving 

into a new kind of magic beast 

That Dark Night Phoenix had been summoned into the Raging Flame Battlefield as a Shadow Sparrow 

and its bloodline awakened during its forced transformation into a Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beast. It 

awakened his wisdom and directly became a genuine Heaven Rank Magic Beast. 



It had been using those mana crystals to advance to the 2nd Rank of the Heaven realm and ended up 

becoming the true ruler of these magic beasts. 

Earlier, Lin Yun’s first reaction after hearing the 2nd Rank Heaven Beast’s roar had been to hurry up and 

leave. Once it made a move, everyone would be dead. 

But then, they got rid of Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts and it still didn’t make a move after half of 

them died. 

Lin Yun was somewhat doubtful and he had thought that it was because of the array formation, or 

because it was afraid of destroying that Heaven Grade Array. 

But he still didn’t see the Heaven Rank Magic Beast after a while, so Lin Yun decided to keep on fighting 

and relied on the array formation to kill a few dozen Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts. Although it was 

bound to be a bitter struggle that might not end up being successful, there was still hope. 

He would kill all the Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts, and if that 2nd Rank Heaven Beast still didn’t 

make a move, he would keep on guarding and would pocket ten mana crystals a day until that 2nd Rank 

Heaven Beast came to fight. 

Unfortunately, the bitter struggle was cut short, the Quicksand Tower wrecked it. 

‘That group of idiots directly destroyed the array formation but thought they could rely on Endless Sand 

to defend? Without the defense of the array formation, nothing could stop that 2nd Rank Heaven Beast. 

Lin Yun sneered as he looked in direct of the array. 

‘Those idiots had better not die. 

‘Damn, with the array formation’s protection and Syudos’ existence, we were barely able to intimidate it 

into not participating. But relying on Endless Sand to stop a 2nd Rank Heaven Dark Night Phoenix is 

retarded...’ 

When he saw the Dark Night Phoenix, Lin Yun knew that Syudos was the reason why it hadn’t joined the 

fray. 

Syudos had previously been an Upper Rank Flame Spirit and was the kind that relied on devouring 

flames to advance and possessed his own name. 

After becoming the Incarnation of the Book of Mantras, Syudos had directly reached the Heaven Rank, 

and once the Book of Mantras completed its transformation into a world of flames, Syudos logically 

completed his most important life evolution. 

He evolved into a Flame Spirit King, and as a Flame Spirit King, his biggest characteristic was that he 

could no longer be burnt by all kinds of flames. The only thing that bound Syudos was whether the 

flames he devoured were strong or weak. 

The Shadow Flames atop the Dark Night Phoenix were a tonic for Syudos. If the Dark Night Phoenix 

dared to approach, its Shadow Flames would automatically be devoured by Syudos. 



And with the existence of the array formation, that Dark Night Phoenix’s fears were quite obvious. He 

might as well send its subordinates to attack. 

Unfortunately, the mages of the Quicksand Tower didn’t have either of the two key elements, they even 

destroyed Lin Yun’s light boundary. 

The more he thought about it, the angrier he became. His mana fluctuations rose to the point where he 

could barely conceal them and he was on the verge of bursting into flames. 

‘That group of idiots just harmed me for no benefits, but sure, you guys can take care of the Dark Night 

Phoenix.’ 

The mages of the Quicksand Tower had yet to give up. Daggeth paled and understood something, but 

before he could say anything, Ferton immediately shrieked, “Hurry up and pour more mana in, make the 

Endless Sand form a desert wall. How could there be a Dark Night Phoenix here, and a 2nd Rank Heaven 

Beast one...” 

The Endless Sand surged and thoroughly flooded the depression. Then, the sand frantically whirled and 

was crammed into the depression, piling up into a huge mountain of sand. The Heaven Grade Array’s 

surface was covered in sand, the bubbling halo slowly froze and its surface became as smooth as metal. 

Chapter 1115 Lin Yun’s Wrath 

The Dark Night Phoenix flapped its huge wings. Those wings cast a big shadow on the ground, and the 

thirty remaining Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts were no longer acting crazy. Instead, they 

obediently moved aside with their tails between their legs and their heads down as if they were greeting 

their king. 

The Dark Night Phoenix flew over a kilometer before a sharp cry came out of its big mouth, making 

visible ripples spread out from it. Shockwave after shockwave fiercely moved towards the Heaven Grade 

Array. 

Everything shattered into pieces wherever the shockwave passed. The corpses of the two dozen Pseudo 

Heaven Rank Magic Beasts lying down in front of the array were like piles of sand being blasted apart. 

The Quicksand Tower’s mages hurriedly condensed and compressed the metal-like mountain of sand. 

After being shaken by the sound waves, it instantly collapsed back into normal sand. 

At that moment, the Dark Night Phoenix’s huge flaming wings fiercely flickered and sent violent gales 

erupting with a mournful whistle. 

The rising gales blew at the sand mountain, and all the sand was blown to the edge of the Raging Flame 

Battlefield in less than three seconds. 

Seeing that the Endless Sand couldn’t resist, the Quicksand Tower’s mages started to feel terrified. 

Before the sand protecting them was completely blown away, they all disappeared into the tunnel they 

had used to sneak in. 

With all the sand being blown out, the depression was once again visible. The Dark Night Phoenix raised 

its head and slowly flew to the Heaven Grade Array. It folded its wings and decided to occupy that 

location. 



In the distance, Lin Yun sneered as he looked at this scene. Resource-wise and mana-wise, this place was 

the worst, as it was near the edge of the plane. How could the Dark Night Phoenix remain there? 

But after occupying it, the Dark Night Phoenix might not leave until the crisis had been thoroughly 

solved. 

‘You idiots of the Quicksand Tower, you harmed others for nothing. Now look at what you have done! 

The Heaven Grade Array is in the talons of the Dark Night Phoenix, and you want to escape? 

‘How could there be such a good outcome?’ 

Flames burnt around Lin Yun. He was almost exploding from rage. The Quicksand Tower had emerged 

from underground and had suddenly destroyed one of the arrays. 

With the disappearance of the light boundary, his subordinates ended up falling into a deadly trap. 

Xiuban, Reina, Enderfa, and the puppet were fine. With Xiuban’s physique, getting rid of him wasn’t 

easy, and Reina was a Frost Dragon that was in the process of evolving, so her vitality was extremely 

robust. It wouldn’t be too bad even if she was seriously injured. 

The puppet’s foundation was that of a Heaven Rank Puppet, and thus, it wouldn’t be easily destroyed. 

As for Enderfa, he would be fine as long as he got into the Ten Thousand Spell Wheel and the Spell 

Wheel wasn’t destroyed. 

But Lin Yun had spent a lot of effort to develop his mage army, and they didn’t have the formidable 

defense and vitality of the others. 

The strongest mage of the mage army was only a 3rd Rank Archmage, and they could only display so 

much power by using all kinds of arrays, Magic Tools, and Magic Robes crafted especially for them. 

Their formidable power could only be displayed when working together. When meeting the sudden 

change in circumstances, the mage army’s joint power was overwhelmed. 

If they hadn’t all advanced to the Archmage realm, at least half of them would have died from the 

Quicksand Tower’s trap! 

Thankfully, no one died, but they were all seriously injured. Even Xiuban and Reina were injured. As for 

the puppet, an important weapon system had been destroyed, and many of its components had 

become piles of scraps. Its fighting power had greatly fallen. 

Enderfa was fine, but the Ten Thousand Spell Wheel had a tear, and it would take a long time to mend 

it. 

Even Lin Yun’s Law Runic Shield shattered while resisting the attack that fell as the light boundary 

disappeared! 

After the Law Runic Shield shattered, several thousand Law Runes had collapsed back into basic runes, 

and he might not be as successful when combining the Law Runes again. A lot of the runes would end up 

being discarded. 



In the end, everyone worked hard and fought hard for such a long time. They had been hopeful as half 

of the Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts were killed, only to suffer such a horrifying blow. 

When added to the fact that the Heaven Grade Array had been snatched by the magic beasts, Lin Yun 

was rapidly bursting with rage. 

When the light boundary was shattered, Lin Yun did notice the approaching Dark Night Phoenix and 

could only make the decision to give up on the Heaven Grade Array. 

Now, he was waiting at the mountain on the other end of the Quicksand Tower’s tunnel. 

And sure enough, it didn’t take long before a group of battered and exhausted mages came out of a 

cave on the northern side of the mountain. 

Lin Yun floated in the air with a cold expression. He didn’t say anything unnecessary before he threw a 

Fire God Spear burning with a faint golden flame in front of the mage leading the group. 

Daggeth’s expression changed as he saw Lin Yun with his eyes closed. 

“Sir Mafa Merlin, there must be a misunderstanding...” 

Daggeth didn’t have time to finish his words before Ferton loudly screeched, “Sir Daggeth! Why bother 

speaking with him? That idiot has been fighting for such a long time and is definitely at his limits! Look at 

his exhausted face! Even casting might be hard for him. 

“Damned idiot, we let you keep your life, yet you didn’t run! Is this arrogance, or stupidity? Don’t tell me 

that you think you can handle the few dozen of us on your own? 

“It’s perfect that you didn’t run! After getting rid of you, no one will know about the array producing 

Pseudo Heaven Rank mana crystals. 

“Mafa Merlin, you are courting death... 

“Everyone, together! He has already reached his limits! We can get rid of him!” 

Ferton laughed hysterically as he looked at Lin Yun. He raised the Endless Sand in his hands and it crazily 

filled the sky before transforming into a huge sand wave that flowed towards Lin Yun. 

Lin Yun suddenly opened his eyes and let out a rune. He blocked the sand wave and then opened his 

Demiplane’s Planar Path before summoning a mirror image in the air, allowing everyone within the 

Demiplane to see what was happening outside. 

Glancing inside the Demiplane, Lin Yun started burning with rage. The fifty mages, Xiuban, Reina, the 

puppet, and Enderfa were all paralyzed on the ground. Most of them couldn’t do something as simple as 

taking out a Health Potion. 

The small wolf led the two Beastman Ancestor Souls in providing critical care to Lin Yun’s subordinates. 

“Watch... Watch how I kill these fools. Rest assured, I’ll help you vent your resentment for what 

happened,” Lin Yun mumbled to the Planar Path. 

He then turned his pale body and looked at the Quicksand Tower’s mages. 



Ferton had sharp eyesight and immediately shouted, “Hurry up, everyone attack together! That guy is 

already seriously injured and has reached his limits. He can no longer hold on, hurry up and get rid of 

him! Or he’ll definitely retaliate...” 

As Ferton’s words stopped, every mage of the Quicksand Tower raised their staves. The strongest of 

these few dozen people were Ferton and Daggeth. The two were Peak 9th Rank Archmages, and they 

could advance to the Heaven Rank as long as they completed the Extraordinary transformation. 

There were also two that had just advanced to the 9th Rank, and the remaining ones were 8th and 7th 

Rank Archmages. 

Of the few dozen people, most of them had already started casting. Faced with those spells, Lin Yun’s 

expression grew increasingly colder. 

A Law Runic Shield made of more than ten thousand Law Runes appeared around him and forcibly 

resisted their spells. 

Lin Yun coldly looked at Ferton and said, “Moron, you’ll be the first to die.” 

Lin Yun’s mana burst out like an eruption. He used pure spellcasting ability and spent several times the 

mana to instantly condensed over a hundred Fire Dragon Impacts. 

The concentrated flames converged into fierce Fire Dragons, and the berserk power burst like a flood. 

Roaring Flaming Dragon heads thrust into the large number of spells in front of them. 

Explosions kept echoing as the Fire Dragons exploded one by one, but the spells released by the 

Quicksand Tower seemed to have also been torn apart. 

The whirling flames rushed into the quicksand spells, and it took less than two seconds for Lin Yun to 

pass through the quicksand-covered area. He was only fifty meters away from Ferton. 

That distance was no different from standing next to each other for a 9th Rank Archmage. Any spell 

released would hit their target almost instantly at this distance. 

This was basically melee range to 9th Rank Archmages. It was already a pure contest of who was more 

powerful, who could chant the fastest, and who had the strongest defense. 

Lin Yun’s sudden burst completely exceeded the expectations of every member of the Quicksand Tower. 

They didn’t expect that Lin Yun could burst with so much power when at his limits... 

Ferton screeched in alarm. 

“Sh*t! Hurry up and get rid of him, that guy doesn’t have the strength to keep going! This is his last burst 

of power, his mind is already at its limits!” 

While screaming at others to attack, Ferton directly gave up on offensive spells and instead kept 

chanting short incantations to form shields in front of his body. 

Ferton frantically withdrew, but he was far slower than Lin Yun. Lin Yun’s eyes were red, and since he 

said he was going to get rid of Ferton first, he would definitely get rid of him first. 



This time, his losses had been disastrous. He had lost a stable source of mana crystals, and all his 

subordinates had been seriously injured. 

Lin Yun kept staring at Ferton and rapidly chanted an incantation. In a flash, rain and wind rose around 

his body. 

Chapter 1116 Lin Yun“s Wrath 2 

Quicksilver-like water droplets rapidly condensed around Lin Yun. The gales and rain converged and 

burst in all directions like flickering ripples, which kept blocking the other mages of the Quicksand 

Tower. 

Lin Yun held his Draconic Staff and kept spitting out Law Runes. In an instant, 3 Four Element Bombs 

wrapped in Law Runes appeared. 

The Four Element Bombs were compressed to just a meter in size, and chains formed of Law Runes 

coiled around them, further compressing them and increasing their speed. 

Three explosions echoed as the bombs disappeared. They tore through the air as they travelled at an 

extreme speed, creating sonic booms in their wake. 

A loud booming sound echoed as the berserk destructive power spread out and Ferton’s dozen layers of 

shields were blasted by a Four Element Bomb. Those quicksand shields were like children’s toys in front 

of the Four Element Bomb, exploding and scattering into sand. 

The second Four Element Bomb hit Ferton’s triple shields, consisting of his Mana Shield, Elemental 

Shield, and Runic Shield. They only slightly fluctuated before distorting and exploding. 

The shockwave from the explosion swept Ferton’s body. It was like he had been kicked by a giant and 

sent flying. His magic staff exploded, and his left shoulder and left arm holding onto the staff were 

completely crushed. Most of his arm was destroyed by the explosion, and his shoulder bone caved in. 

Ferton paled as he looked at the last Four Element Bomb flying over, his eyes filled with despair. 

“Mafa Merlin, the Quicksand Tower won’t let you off if you dare to kill me! My uncle is a Heaven Rank 

powerhouse!” Ferton shrieked. 

But he couldn’t do anything else now. He watched as the last Four Element Bomb flew over, and he 

recast Mana Shield and Elemental Shield. The Runic Shield couldn’t be condensed again right after being 

torn to shreds. 

In the distance, Daggeth loudly pleaded for leniency. “Sir Mafa Merlin, this is a misunderstanding! It 

really is a misunderstanding, please listen to my explanation...” 

Daggeth had a regretful expression... He didn’t have another option. They had been blinded by benefits 

and had overlooked how powerful that guy was. Apologizing wouldn’t likely be useful. 

But it was like Lin Yun didn’t hear Daggeth’s pleas. Raging flames were burning in his eyes. Ferton had 

already been sent flying by the explosion, and Lin Yun showed no mercy, sending the last Four Element 

bomb to strike him as he landed. 



As it hit, the Law Runes shackling the Four Element Bomb exploded. All the power from the Law Runes 

transformed into a halo that enveloped the Four Element Bomb’s surface. 

That halo was like a giant’s hand that forcibly compressed the Four Element Bomb, so when it came into 

contact with that pressure, the originally weak balance was instantly shattered. 

The ice and fire powers compressed within the Four Element Bomb clashed and created an explosion of 

berserk power. But because of that compression, the clash became even fiercer. 

Soon, the halo could no longer continue suppressing the completely uncontrollable power. 

“Rumble...” 

It was like countless claps of thunder boomed at the same time. The Four Element Bomb instantly 

disappeared, and the power transformed into a huge black sphere. 

That sphere kept expanding and engulfing everything it came into contact with, annihilating everything 

it devoured. 

The Annihilation Effect was fortunately roused, and it burst out when it was compressed at the most 

berserk time. In an instant, that sphere of mana that didn’t emit any mana fluctuations had already 

expanded to seventy meters. 

Ferton’s body was instantly covered by it and no sounds could be heard; even his breathing had 

disappeared. 

That explosion’s Annihilation Space expanded to a hundred meters in diameter before suddenly 

collapsing towards its center and thoroughly disappearing. 

Everything within those hundred meters had completely disappeared... It was as if the atmosphere had 

been annihilated into nothingness. 

The air and elements in the surroundings started to flow backward in the blank zone. The violent power 

transformed into gales that kept spreading. 

Ferton had been annihilated, and not even a hair could be found. The mages of the Quicksand Tower 

were also hesitating, looking at Lin Yun’s back as if he was some terrifying God. 

But the cast spells couldn’t be taken back. 

Over a hundred quicksand spells fell onto Lin Yun’s Law Runic Shield in succession. Facing such a 

powerful and dense spellwave, with the lowest spell being at the 6th Tier, Lin Yun couldn’t control his 

body and was being pushed back along with his Law Runic Shield. 

After sliding a hundred meters back, Lin Yun once again stabilized his body. He raised his head and 

glared with his eyes filled with raging flames. 

Daggeth gritted his teeth as he immediately understood. It wasn’t like they could stop the fight at will. It 

was too late to acknowledge their mistake. 

The several dozen mages of the Quicksand Tower scattered, forming a semicircle. Some people floated 

in the air, while some remained on the ground. 



A large amount of sand surged from underground and submerged every one of them, their silhouettes 

no longer visible. 

Lin Yun summoned Syudos, and the wheel shadow behind him started frantically revolving, sending Fire 

Law Runes rushing through the air. 

These Fire Law Runes formed a vortex that instantly expanded, and patterns of light appeared in the air. 

Suddenly, boundless flames poured down from the sky. 

On the ground, several hundred meters were instantly covered in a sea of fire. The quicksand was 

completely submerged in flames like a churning sea. 

Syudos controlled the Book of Mantras to release different flames: the golden red Hellfire, the ashen 

black Bone-corroding Black Flames, and the ashen grey Corrosive Fire. These flames were like sparks 

that crazily spread through the sea of fire when they came into contact with the elemental flames. 

The three kinds of flames tangled with each other as they spread. It took only a few seconds before the 

several hundred meters of flames merged together. 

The ground was forcibly burnt by the flames and the sand turned into a sticky, viscous liquid that flowed 

on the ground. 

It took less than five seconds before the mournful screams of the Quicksand Tower’s mages echoed. The 

mages hiding in the quicksand kept reinforcing their defenses and hiding deeper and deeper. 

But Lin Yun and Syudos joined hands and transformed those several hundred meters into Hell. Flames 

kept burning everything and kept spreading downward, burning the ground into nothingness. 

It was like the mages hidden within the sand were trapped in a sealed room with fire burning outside. 

The Corrosive Fire could burn through, the Hellfire’s terrifying heat could keep raising the temperature, 

and the Bone-corroding Black Flames would adhere to any bone and keep burning until all the bones 

turned to dust. 

Miserable wails kept echoing. Unseen to anyone, a dozen mages of the Quicksand tower had been burnt 

alive within the quicksand. 

When Syudos first controlled the Book of Mantras, even the Heaven Bronze Beastman, someone 

specialized in defense, was burnt to death, let alone these mages. 

The flames covered several hundred meters. After thirty seconds of burning, Daggeth led three mages at 

the edge of the sea of flames and rushed out. Half of their robes had been destroyed by the heat. One of 

the mages had his left hand hit by the Bone-corroding Black Flames and could only cut it off. 

Unfortunately, a Four Element Bomb immediately greeted them once they rushed out. A loud explosion 

echoed and sent the four mages flying while spurting out blood, and Lin Yun hurriedly chased after 

them. 

Before Daggeth even got up, he immediately shouted, “Sir Mafa Merlin, we surrender, we surrender, 

please stop the slaughter...” 



Daggeth had a bitter expression as he looked at the remaining three mages. He turned around and 

looked at the slowly burning sea of flames with despair and regret. 

‘I really shouldn’t have listened to that fool, Ferton... Damn... I didn’t even notice the 2nd Rank Heaven 

Beast. After so much planning, we only helped the 2nd Rank Heaven Beast break through Mafa Merlin’s 

array... 

‘I did say that Mafa Merlin’s strength is absolutely comparable to a Heaven Mage, but everyone ignored 

that because they were blinded by profit. 

‘Someone comparable to a Heaven Mage isn’t someone we can handle, even if he is exhausted. 

‘Damn, not only does he have an Extraordinary Magic Tool, but its Incarnation has already awakened. 

‘I hope he can stop the massacre with our surrender. That damned Ferton, he ruined us. Everyone died 

because of him. I hope I can explain that to Mafa Merlin and at worst compensate him. 

‘Ferton had his brain filled with mana crystals, and he actually wanted to get rid of Mafa Merlin... Right, 

see how that worked out...’ 

Daggeth led the three mages, not showing any resistance. It was like he was showing his neck for Lin Yun 

to cut. 

By then, Lin Yun’s anger had slightly diminished. He told Syudos to put away the flames and used Flame 

Shackles to drag them into his Demiplane. 

Chapter 1117 Aftermaths of the Battle 

The battlefield had turned burnt black after the flames disappeared. The ground within several hundred 

meters had sunk seven meter deep, those seven meters of depths had been burnt into nothingness. 

Lin Yun looked back in the distance and looked at the Dark Night Phoenix guarding the array, not caring 

about the fight happening in the distance. Those several dozen Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts were 

guarding the surroundings, firmly protecting the array. 

With a dark expression, Lin Yun turned back and flew away. He found a safe location and entered the 

Demiplane. 

In the Demiplane, Enderfa was lashing his whip, fiercely cursing at Daggeth’s group. 

“You idiots! So what if you are mages of the Quicksand Tower? So what if you are 9th Rank Archmages? 

You are truly idiots! You can’t do something as simple as digging a river path? Why don’t you die. 

“What? You still dare to glare at me? Uncle Enderfa will get rid of you...” 

Enderfa was enraged. These guys had already been injured by Lin Yun and thrown into his Demiplane so 

they now became the targets of his venting. 

The four first-rate Archmages of the Quicksand Tower were now riddled with injuries but they were like 

sand digging slaves clearing up a river path in the Demiplane and adjusting the course of the river going 

through the Demiplane. 



Daggeth didn’t dare to speak, he had experienced Lin Yun’s cruelty first-hand. Moreover, he had seen 

the Shadow Tower’s people and understood that he should be cooperating sincerely and do what was 

asked of him. He could see the Shadow Tower’s mages being treated like slave Beastmen, carrying heavy 

stones to build a building. 

In the distance, Dylas was rejoicing in others’ misfortune and happily smirked as he looked at the four 

members of the Quicksand Tower. 

‘Damn, fortunately there are other idiots that provoked Mafa Merlin. It looks like they trapped Mafa 

Merlin really badly. That’s great, that fierce evil dog Enderfa will bite Daggeth’s group now, he definitely 

won’t pay attention to us during that time. 

‘Daggeth’s group had best not cooperate, Enderfa would definitely like it. The more arrogant they act, 

the better it is. Enderfa definitely wouldn’t have time for us then and we can slowly build the palace. 

‘I heard Mafa Merlin has an even fiercer subordinate, a Soul Walker playing with souls. These idiots of 

the Quicksand Tower are keeping them off our backs, I hope they won’t die from being toyed with. If 

they do, wouldn’t it be our turns?’ 

The Demiplane had new workers, but Lin Yun was in a terrible mood. 

The morale among his subordinates was low, the fifty mage were completely hurt, and they had used 

too much mana in the battle, they were all pale as corpses. 

The mage army’s Joint Chant Array had directly exploded for the first time, they even almost died. This 

was a huge blow for the mage army that had had a smooth path so far. 

Lin Yun had kept telling them that alone they were useless, but as long as the fifty of them could join 

forces together, they could display, a dozen to a few dozen times their power. 

He had even said that their union being broken meant their deaths. 

Lin Yun left a pile of Health Potions and Warmth Nourishing Potions to let the mage army recover. He 

even encouraged these demoralized guys. 

On another side, Reina was calmly healing her wound. Her expression didn’t look good, it was clear that 

this battle’s failure was greatly discouraging her, and she didn’t care that it was due to an accident. 

Dragons were prideful, they would never make an excuse for their failure, failure was failure. 

As for Xiuban, he was lying on the ground like a corpse, his eyes unfocused as he looked at the sky. 

Xiuban and his lack of casting ability could have very little impact in this kind of large-scale battle. He 

couldn’t have rushed out or he would have been besieged by a large group of magic beasts. 

The powerful physique Xiuban was intensely proud of ended up with bloody holes, he had even almost 

been cut in half. He had almost died. 

That was a huge blow to Xiuban’s confidence. After fusing with all kinds of Draconic Blood, Xiuban’s 

bloodline had already been upgraded to an unimaginable degree. His body especially, it was a lot 

stronger than Reina in her Frost Dragon Shape. 



After all, Reina fused with the empty mana crystal of an Ancient Poison Dragon and her Life Essence was 

in the middle of evolving, her body far exceeded other Frost Dragons. But even so, her physique was far 

behind Xiuban. 

Xiuban didn’t eat or sleep, which made Lin Yun unable to smile. 

After looking at his subordinates’ conditions, exchanging the puppet’s components, and boosting their 

morale, Lin Yun was no longer in the mood to continue with his experiments. 

That array was now occupied by the Dark Night Phoenix, and there were still several dozen Pseudo 

Heaven Rank Magic Beasts guarding it. Taking it back was more or less impossible. 

No one here was a match for the 2nd Rank Heaven Dark Night Phoenix. They could barely resist its 

attack, but Lin Yun didn’t have any confidence in launching an attack. 

But not taking the array back couldn’t be done. From looking at it from a distance with Eagle Sight, he 

saw that the mana crystals produced by the array weren’t used to produce new Pseudo Heaven Rank 

Magic beasts, they were instead intercepted by the Dark Night Phoenix. 

Many fire mana crystals were devoured by the Dark Night Phoenix, while the rest of the mana crystals 

were given to the Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts. 

The originally injured Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts immediately recovered after absorbing the 

mana crystals. After half a minute, a magic beast with half of its body destroyed and its viscera exposed 

recovered and seemed to have no issue. 

A large number of Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts converged together. For a short time, there would 

be no new Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beast appearing in the Raging Flame Plane. Once all the Pseudo 

Heaven Rank Magic Beasts were killed, not one more would appear. 

Since he couldn’t circumvent the Dark Night Phoenix, he could only fight over the array. 

Lin Yun frowned in contemplation. Some strange fluctuations suddenly came from the Demiplane and 

he received Enderfa’s warning. 

Lin Yun instantly leaked killing intent. 

At this time, the only people that could make trouble were those shadow mages and quicksand mages. 

After returning to the Demiplane, he first sensed some different fluctuations coming from the 

laboratory. An extremely terrifying aura was occupying the place. 

He instantly appeared above the laboratory and only saw a huge hole in the laboratory. 

And it was in the core area of the laboratory. 

The array set up at the top of the laboratory had been constructed out of magic materials, and they 

were all magic-resistant materials. It could resist all sorts of magic element interferences and even 

Hellfire couldn’t burn through it. 

But now, a five-meter-big hole spread before Lin Yun’s eyes. 



This core area of the laboratory was used to research Beast God’s Blood. There were all kinds of 

instruments inside that Lin Yun had specially created, and at the very center was the alchemical device 

to transform Beast God’s Blood. 

It was a device made with valuable materials. Two of the materials used had been traded in the temple. 

These were materials that couldn’t be found in Noscent. 

Unfortunately, they had been thoroughly destroyed and only some remnants remained. 

Even the other instruments, tools, and devices in the laboratory had been destroyed. 

At the very center, only a fist-sized red-colored flame calmly floated there. 

It looked like an ordinary elemental flame. From a distance, one could feel a faint horrifying aura, but no 

mana fluctuations could be felt after approaching, it was as if he was looking at something that didn’t 

exist. 

Lin Yun was suddenly taken aback, the Magic Array faintly sensed that the aura of the Beast God’s Blood 

had disappeared! 

The bloody mist surrounding the laboratory had also disappeared! 

All that should be left behind in the laboratory was the Beast God’s Blood whose Law fragments had 

been stripped and the bloody mist surrounding the laboratory. But Lin Yun hadn’t condensed the new 

Beast God’s Blood... 

Yet everything had disappeared, only leaving behind an ordinary-looking flame. 

‘The pure Beast God’s Blood power condensed into that flame?’ 

Lin Yun frowned and sensed the flame from a distance. He couldn’t isolate that flame with any power. 

The core laboratory had been destroyed, if that flame was put outside and burst out with terrifying 

power, it would definitely compare to an ordinary Extraordinary Spell. 

Cautiously approaching, Lin Yun let out a Mana Tentacle to manipulate the flame. Unfortunately, just as 

the Mana Tentacle came in contact with the fireball, the spell collapsed and the pure mana was burnt 

into nothingness. 

Lin Yun was startled. Mana Tentacle was the safest method, all sensitive alchemy experiments and array 

materials had to be manipulated with Mana Tentacles. This was made of pure power, it could be 

compared to the earth’s gravity in that regard. 

Yet it was burnt? And the mana directly collapsed? 

Apparently roused by the Mana Tentacle, that sphere of flame suddenly started roaming, burning 

everything on its path. 

The walls of the laboratory were made of magic resistant materials, but whenever the flame was within 

five meters of them, they would instantly turn to ashes, not even given the chance to burn. 

A large number of instruments and materials were burnt to ashes. Lin Yun cast an Askrim Gate to block 

that flame’s path, and a powerful ice aura spread, but it had no effect on the flame. 



When the flame was within five minutes of the icy gate, the icy blue crystal-like Askrim Gate 

immediately collapsed and transformed into pure ice elements that dissipated, even those ice elements 

couldn’t get within five meters of the flames. 

And the flame was still stubbornly floating in another direction. Everything within five meters instantly 

transformed to ashes... 

He cast a Flame Cage, but the Flame Cage also collapsed into the most basic elements and even the fire 

elements couldn’t get within five meters of the flame. 

After using a large number of methods, he still couldn’t control that fist-sized flame. 

At this time, Lin Yun’s eyes widened as he looked at that flame carelessly floating around... 

‘Sh*t... That’s... 

‘God Fire!’ 

Chapter 1118 God Fire Ember 

‘Damn, no wonder those things didn’t even burn before turning to ashes. That’s not flame power... 

‘The power to repel all elemental power, light, and darkness. In a place shrouded with God Fire, no 

worldly power could appear. Even the air can’t remain in its presence. 

‘How could the blood of the Beast God condense into God Fire? Damn, this was only a drop of Beast 

God’s Blood that lost its Law fragments. Even the bloodline power of the Beast God’s Blood couldn’t be 

that powerful.’ 

Lin Yun was shocked. If this was God Fire, then he had no way of controlling it, he could only watch the 

God Fire roam about and destroy everything in its way. 

If he dared to approach, it would only take an instant before he was turned to ashes. 

After following the God Fire and probing for a bit, he suddenly discovered that runes could influence its 

path. Lin Yun was suddenly excited. 

‘That scared me... Turns out that it’s not true God Fire, but the embers left after some God Fire was 

extinguished...’ 

At the end of the Magic Era, Lin Yun had researched a lot about the so-called Gods. He had a thorough 

understanding of the Heaven Rank and above. 

Heaven Rank powerhouses that wanted to surpass the Heaven Rank had to ignite God Fire. After igniting 

God Fire, they could break through to the next stage. God Fire was extremely important, the core of 

everything. 

The flame before his eyes was the ember left behind after some God Fire stopped burning. To a true 

God Fire, it was feeble like a candle about to be extinguished. 

But even if it was a faint ember, that essence came from God Fire! 



Even magic-resistant materials would turn to ashes if they got within the range of that ember’s power. 

This wasn’t something that could be done with the power of the Heaven Rank. It wasn’t a matter of 

quantity, it was a matter of quality. It was just as hard as crossing the bottomless Abyss. 

Lin Yun softly sighed. 

Although that thing was powerful, as far as he was concerned, it was almost an invincible existence. No, 

not almost... To Lin Yun, it was an existence that couldn’t be touched. Touching it amounted to death, 

and even his soul wouldn’t be able to escape. 

‘I might only be qualified to touch the ember of a God Fire after I advance to the Heaven Rank and grasp 

Extraordinary Power. 

‘At that time, there would be some hope of studying that thing, but even then, I would only be qualified 

to touch it, nothing more. Right now, looking at it from a distance is good enough. Touching it is 

definitely impossible.’ 

After recognizing it, Lin Yun more or less figured out a method to stop it from raging around. 

He couldn’t touch it, but he could direct it with runes. 

Runes kept flying out one by one. After getting too close, the Law Runes suddenly collapsed, but as they 

collapsed, a trace of Law Power transformed into a breeze that brushed against the God Fire Ember. 

The God Fire Ember slowly flew up while Lin Yun kept using even more Law Runes to envelop it. Each 

time the Law Runes collapsed, the God Fire Ember would move in the direction Lin Yun wanted it to go. 

Slowly, the God Fire Ember flew to the sky, followed by Lin Yun. He kept spending Law Runes to direct 

and guide it. 

After expending no less than three hundred Law Runes, he finally drove the God Fire Ember to the peak 

of the Demiplane. 

He kept spurting out Law Runes and then seemed to merge the God Fire Ember with the Demiplane’s 

space, making an invisible pattern appear. 

The God Fire Ember followed that pattern in the sky and slowly orbited. 

Suddenly, a gentle radiance blossomed from the God Fire Ember and illuminated the entire Demiplane. 

The controlled God Fire Ember hung in the sky, playing the role of the Natural Demiplane’s sun. Its 

gentle radiance was like sunlight illuminating every corner of the Demiplane. 

According to Lin Yun’s arrangement, the God Fire Ember wouldn’t actually rise and set, but it would 

roam the sky and make it seem like sunrise and sunset happened. 

Once the God Fire Ember was far enough, the radiance would be dim like night, and once the God Fire 

Ember came back to an area, it would be like noon. 

When the radiance appeared, the vegetation of the entire Demiplane started receiving benefits. 



A large number of plants’ shoots rapidly transformed into saplings, while the huge trees started 

extending their branches and leaves, recovering from that not dead, yet not alive withering state. 

Immense vitality covered the entire Demiplane. Insects’ noises could be heard, periodically echoing with 

the movement of the God Fire Ember. 

But the biggest change came from the Mana Vines. The thick Mana Vines were like huge, green pythons 

slowly unfurling their bodies. Then, a thin layer of light roamed on the surface of the Mana Vines. 

The Mana Vines’ roots spread further and further and forcibly grabbed onto the Demiplane. Then, every 

Mana Vine split once again into two or three smaller ones. 

Those Mana Vines pierced through the barrier of the Demiplane to extend into the Void and swallow the 

chaotic energies there. 

These chaotic energies formed the foundation of a plane. For a mage, almost half of it would be useless 

impurities. 

But to a Demiplane, every bit was useful. The mana could spread through the entire Demiplane, and the 

purest mana would be gathered into the Mana Pond. 

As for what mages considered impurities, they would merge with the Demiplane’s earth and supply the 

plane with all kinds of rare elements. By the time they were broken down and absorbed by the plane, 

they would re-condense into various kinds of magic ores or valuable materials. 

Even magic-resistant materials could appear there. 

Radiant light flashed as the Mana Vines kept on increasing in number, all of them becoming bigger and 

bigger. Lin Yun could already feel a few magic ore veins taking shape, as well as isolated magic ores 

appearing in various places. 

Some plants even started growing near the mana pond. 

Lin Yun smiled. It had been worth spending a few hundred Law Runes to control that God Fire. 

The Demiplane hadn’t directly grown, but the vitality had increased and the essence had become more 

complicated. 

And this, to a Natural Demiplane, was more important than the growth in size and grade. 

Those ores and plants were inferior and magic materials couldn’t be found most of the time, but it was a 

good start. As long as there was a start, there would be more and more later. 

For several days, Lin Yun tried to research this God Fire Ember before completely giving up. Controlling 

the God Fire Ember was impossible for the moment. 

He used a few dozen to a few hundred Law Runes each time and could barely control it, while those Law 

Runes were lost permanently. 

Once they were shattered, they couldn’t even transform back into basic runes... They just thoroughly 

dissipated. No one apart from Lin Yun, with his vast number of runes, would dare to use that method to 

control the God Fire Ember. 



Ordinary mages, or even Dedale, who had already one foot in the Heaven Rank, would at best have a 

few dozen Law Runes, and most likely even less, or none at all. 

It would be considered outstanding if powerhouses that had just advanced to the Heaven Rank and 

stabilized their realms had a few thousand Law Runes. 

Slightly controlling the God Fire Ember at the cost of a few hundred Law Runes was something that no 

Heaven Mage would do. Their Heaven Rank power would be completely crippled if they did so. 

Once the mage army, Reina, and Xiuban recovered, Lin Yun immediately led them out of the Natural 

Demiplane. 

After having discovered the secret of the Beast God’s Blood, the demand for the Beast God’s Blood was 

even greater, and giving up on the array was impossible. 

“Impossible! Sir Merlin, that’s a 2nd Rank Heaven Beast! How could we defeat it? Taking back that array 

is impossible.” 

Hearing Lin Yun explaining a plan to take back the array, Xiuban was the first to dampen the mood. 

Enderfa was bitterly shaking his three faces. 

“Merlin, we know the importance of the array. Who would have thought that Beast God’s Blood could 

transform into a God Fire Ember after being refined by your device? 

“Damn, if that was public knowledge, who wouldn’t want to snatch it back? 

“But that’s a Dark Night Phoenix! Even if it has only a little portion of the Phoenix Bloodline, it’s still a 

Phoenix. Apart from Syudos, no one could go against it without being burnt to death. 

“No, that guy can kill us all without even releasing Phoenix Fire...” 

The mages of the mage army remained silent. Kurumu had a calm yet bitter expression, but he kept his 

mouth shut. 

It was because this kind of existence could directly blow out their Joint Chant Array and prevent the 

mage army from displaying their power at all. Moreover, their fire spells were nothing more than tickles 

to the Dark Night Phoenix. 

Wanting to use flames under the Heaven Rank to burn the Dark Night Phoenix was nothing more than a 

joke. The Dark Night Phoenix devoured flames stronger than the mage army’s elemental flames as 

snacks... 

Lin Yun frowned. Let alone these people, even Syudos, who had already evolved into a Flame Spirit King, 

shook his head with uncertainty when Lin Yun mentioned the 2nd Rank Heaven Beast. He wasn’t sure he 

could injure it, let alone kill it. 

Lin Yun kept thinking of other ideas, but after thinking for a very long time, he still couldn’t figure out a 

way. 

There were plenty of methods, but they all required power, and the gap in strength was too large. All 

the methods were no different than sheets of paper unable to withstand a single blow. 



“Sir Merlin, how about we try to lure the big bird away? Once it leaves, we can rush back in and rapidly 

set up the defenses. We would have snatched the array back by that time...” 

Chapter 1119 Perfect Explanation 

Xiuban had thrown in a terrible idea from the side, which was interrupted by Enderfa’s three faces 

sneering. 

“Moron, that’s not a mindless beast! It’s a genuine Heaven Rank Dark Night Phoenix! That guy won’t 

leave the array no matter what happens...” 

Lin Yun and his subordinates formed a circle and they kept discussing methods to take back the array. At 

the same time, the other forces were headed in this direction. 

Two days had already passed since the magic beasts in the Raging Flame Battlefield had made such big 

movements. A large group of Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts had rushed to this location, if the other 

forces couldn’t discover that, they would truly be stupid. 

After hurrying to this place, they noticed the traces of the Quicksand Tower’s mages, but they only 

found the wreckage they had left behind. Not a single mage of the Quicksand Tower was found. 

“Daggeth’s group seemed to have fought a group of mages... It doesn’t look like this was done by 

Beastmen or magic beasts...” 

An old mage of the Odin Royal Family frowned as he looked at the battlefield and shared his suspicions. 

They followed the traces of the battlefield and rapidly moved forward, only to find an enormous hole 

that had been burnt black. A lot of sand had been fused into glass from the heat. 

Seeing this big hole, someone stood up with a solemn expression. Dedale’s eyes flickered with flames as 

he looked at the black hole. He frowned, appearing somewhat fearful. 

‘Such a powerful flame forcibly burnt everything. That’s not something a spell can create! 

‘To use pure flames to burn several meters of the earth within a few hundred meters... Who did this? 

‘It’s definitely not a Beastman. Not a single one of the Beastmen that came this time possesses such a 

skill. Moreover, there is still a rich aura of mana that hasn’t dissipated. That was done by a mage 

proficient in fire spells.... 

‘Our Burning Tower, Sky City, the Henry Family, and the Odin Royal Family are all here. As for the 

Shadow Tower, they aren’t proficient with fire spells. 

‘The Andlusa Kingdom’s Royal Family, the Cloud Tower, and the Black Tower moved with us. 

‘This only leaves the Merlin Family! 

‘The traces of the mages of the Quicksand Tower disappeared in this burnt hole... Did Mafa Merlin do it? 

‘Damn, how could Mafa Merlin be that powerful? 

‘The mages of the Quicksand Tower might have already been wiped out, all their auras disappeared 

here...’ 



And next to him, Morgan wiped his cold sweat as he looked at this burnt black hole. Morgan 

immediately understood who had fought with the Quicksand Tower. 

‘Damn, Sir Merlin keeps on getting stronger. Those fools of the Quicksand Tower actually provoked Sir 

Merlin to the point where he flew into a rage and killed them underground. 

‘These idiots have done a lot of stupid things, and look at where that got them. They all burnt to death, 

that bunch of fools. 

‘Weren’t they puzzled as to why no Heaven Bronze Beastman had appeared? 

‘I just didn’t tell them that the Heaven Bronze Beastman had already been burnt to death by Sir Merlin. 

That the Beastman as proficient in defense as Green-shelled Tortoises couldn’t resist Sir Merlin’s flames. 

Those idiots must have become ashes. 

‘No, their ashes must have definitely been turned into nothingness. 

‘In any case, we can’t provoke Sir Merlin. Fortunately, I have a good relationship with Sir Merlin now...’ 

Having seen Lin Yun casually burn the Bronze Beastman to death, Morgan wiped his cold sweat and 

remained silent. Sky City’s Raphael was also uneasy. 

Of the ten forces that entered the Raging Flame Battlefield, only three were missing. Moreover, this 

place clearly had traces of a mage battle. There were no traces of Beastmen. 

Anyone with a brain could figure out who had burnt the Quicksand Tower’s mages. This was definitely a 

miserable scene. 

Jouyi and Harren remained silent, while the Azurewave Sword Saint’s expression was somewhat 

unnatural. After guessing who had done that, he paled. 

When they had entered the Raging Flame Battlefield, he had been somewhat looking down on Mafa 

Merlin. He couldn’t understand why Jouyi and Harren wanted to cooperate with this novice Archmage. 

‘Fortunately, I didn’t target Mafa Merlin back then. How come that guy is so powerful? When we found 

traces of the Quicksand Tower, there had been traces of several dozen mages. 

‘But after reaching this hole, their auras completely vanished... 

‘Isn’t the Quicksand Tower a force chosen by the Odin Kingdom to enter the Raging Flame Battlefield? 

One of the three strongest mage towers in the Raging Flame Plane? They were actually annihilated by 

Mafa Merlin? 

‘Isn’t he still in the Archmage realm? How could he be so powerful? Even a true Heaven Rank 

powerhouse couldn’t do something like that.’ 

The Azurewave Sword Saint wiped some sweat from his forehead and quietly glanced at Jouyi, Harren, 

Morgan, and Raphael. ‘The four of them have already advanced to the Heaven Rank. And sure enough, 

they all have solemn expressions. Morgan even seems to be relieved... 

‘Why is that guy relieved? He definitely knows something I don’t...’ 



A group of people died quietly. This filled Dedale’s solemn expression with fear. The others were either 

fearful or relieved. 

Only the Odin Royal Family was infuriated. 

“That damned Mafa Merlin, it’s definitely Mafa Merlin! 

“That guy actually dared to do something like that! The Quicksand Tower’s few dozen mages were 

definitely part of the main force destined to handle the Raging Flame Beastmen. They had four 9th Rank 

Archmages and two powerhouses half a step into the Heaven realm! 

“But now they have all died here. What the hell is Mafa Merlin doing? 

“He has to pay the price for murdering his allies...” 

The relationship between the Odin Kingdom and the Andlusa Kingdom had never been particularly 

good. This was especially true of the relationship between the royal families. 

The Odin Kingdom’s royal family had been sitting on some of the heritage of the 3rd Dynasty and was a 

lot stronger than the royal family of the Andlusa Kingdom. 

They had always looked down on the Andlusa Royal Family. By now, all the forces of the Odin Kingdom 

were looking down on everything related to the Andlusa Kingdom. 

Yet, a force of the Odin Kingdom had been eliminated. There had been a few dozen mages, yet not a 

single one could be found. This was a humiliation. 

A mage of the Odin Royal Family took out a paper crane and hurriedly chanted an incantation. A series 

of runes entered the paper and it immediately went out, crossed over the burnt hole, and flew away. 

There was a huge aura remaining there. Following that aura was too easy. 

After twenty minutes, the paper crane led everyone to the area where Lin Yun’s group had been staying. 

After seeing Lin Yun’s group, Morgan’s expression seemed to be saying, ‘Sure enough, it was like that.’ 

But he didn’t think too much about it. 

It was actually the prince of the Odin Royal Family that flew into a rage and started cursing. 

“Mafa Merlin! It was really you! How dare you do this! 

“What about the agreement we had when we came in, did you already forget about it? How could you 

dare murder the Quicksand Tower’s mages? Murder your own allies? Are you trying to start a war? Are 

you provoking our Odin Kingdom’s prestige? 

“Don’t even think of leaving alive if you don’t give us a perfect explanation today...” 

The Odin Prince flew into a rage, and seeing as he was about to become irrational, Dedale hurriedly 

dragged him to the side. 

The others might not have noticed, but Dedale could see that Lin Yun was extremely calm. It was as if he 

hadn’t heard the Odin Prince criticizing him. 



And on the other side, the Andlusa forces obviously remained silent. If they made a move, they would 

definitely support Lin Yun. 

Also, Raphael and Morgan were forces of the Odin Kingdom, but they didn’t have a particularly good 

relationship with the Odin Prince. They also weren’t afraid, but whether they would help the Odin Prince 

or not was unknown. 

Fear flashed in Dedale’s eyes as he dragged the Odin Prince aside. 

“Your Highness, please don’t be impulsive. It’s better to discuss first. After all, we can’t reach a verdict 

by relying on speculations. 

“I believe Sir Merlin can give us a perfect explanation as to why he murdered the Quicksand Tower’s 

mages, his allies.” 

Dedale looked at Lin Yun as he persuaded the Odin Prince to not be impulsive, but he was also adding 

fuel to the fire and fanning the flames... 

‘Perfect explanation... 

‘Everyone died, what use is there in a perfect explanation? 

‘How could it matter if he says that the Quicksand Tower took the initiative to attack and he got rid of 

them? 

‘As long as they hadn’t done something to betray mankind, no circumstances justified getting rid of the 

Quicksand Tower. After all, they were considered allies.’ 

Sure enough, Dedale’s words ignited the fury of the Odin Prince. 

His tone rose as he said, “Perfect explanation? Dogsh*t perfect explanation! Could it be that the 

Quicksand Tower’s mages betrayed us all? What have they done to deserve being wiped out? 

“As I said, this is simply a provocation to the Odin Kingdom!” 

The enraged Odin Prince kept denouncing Lin Yun while the people sitting there were sneering. 

Xiuban casually sneered, “Hey, burning them to death is letting them off lightly. If it was me, I would 

have broken those fools’ bones one by one...” 

As he recalled that matter, Xiuban’s anger rose. If not for the Quicksand Tower, he wouldn’t have been 

almost torn apart by a group of Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts. 

Xiuban lifted Carnage and stood up. Reina and the mage army all stood up. The mention of the 

Quicksand Tower enraged them. 

What should they do now that someone was looking for trouble? Obviously, they should beat them up. 

Dedale frowned in alarm. While he had fanned the flames, he also helped the Odin Prince calm down. 

But the other side didn’t even bother to explain. 

At this pace, the Odin Prince would just keep criticizing Lin Yun. 



On the side, Morgan and Raphael quietly gathered together. 

Morgan had a worried expression. 

“Sir Raphael, tell me... If there is a fight, should we help Sir Merlin, or the Odin Royal Family...? 

“From Dedale’s behavior, he is definitely helping the Odin Royal Family. Do we actually have to avenge 

those gloomy guys? 

“What a joke, I don’t want to be burnt to death. Sir Merlin has slacked a bit there... How could he leave 

such a distinctive trail? 

“He could have grabbed a few Beastman corpses and thrown them there to shift the blame onto the 

Beastmen, or gotten rid of two or three magic beasts and placed their corpses there. 

“Now that it’s obvious that they were the ones who took care of the Quicksand Tower’s mages, this 

matter has become a bit troublesome...” 

Chapter 1120 Tempting Offer 

Raphael frowned and softly sighed. 

“We can’t really do anything about it. After all, the Quicksand Tower is our ally, yet their mages were all 

killed by Mafa Merlin. This matter is a bit troublesome. 

“Regardless of what is said, this is a very bad situation. We might have some infighting. 

“We should observe for now. In any case, whether Sir Merlin did something or not, we have to keep him 

alive, the rest can wait. There must have been a misunderstanding...” 

In the face of the Odin Royal Family’s accusations, Morgan and Raphael couldn’t help justifying 

themselves. Jouyi and Harren also got a big headache. 

‘Getting rid of the Quicksand Tower’s mages so brazenly... Most likely, all the mages of the Quicksand 

Tower that entered the Raging Flame Battlefield were killed. 

‘This is naturally no different from murdering one’s allies. It’s enough to blow up this matter...’ 

Jouyi and Harren didn’t know the circumstances, but they knew that the Quicksand Tower’s mages had 

to have done something excessive. 

But they were at a loss and didn’t know how to justify Lin Yun’s actions. 

“Sir Harren, when the fight starts, we have to escort Sir Merlin and leave this place,” Jouyi calmly told 

Harren, who indifferently nodded. 

In any case, regardless of what happened, they couldn’t let the Odin Kingdom handle people of their 

Andlusa Kingdom, especially since it was Mafa Merlin. 

The Odin Royal Family latched onto the part about murdering allies, and Dedale also sneered from the 

side, fanning the flames. 



Seeing that this issue was about to reach a point where he’d receive all the blame and become the 

public enemy, Lin Yun slowly stepped forward and pointed towards the edge of the Raging Flame 

Battlefield. 

“You can check with your own eyes.” 

The Odin Prince had been criticizing Lin Yun as if it was natural, ready to make a move alongside Dedale. 

But they froze when they heard Lin Yun’s words. Morgan reacted the fastest and immediately flew up to 

check what was happening in that direction. 

After crossing mountain peaks and flying a few kilometers away, Morgan returned with an alarmed 

expression. 

“Damn, there are many Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts, as well as a few Heaven Rank Magic Beasts... 

There is even a 2nd Rank Heaven Dark Night Phoenix! 

“Sh*t, a 2nd Rank Heaven Dark Night Phoenix! How could there be a 2nd Rank Heaven Beast here!?” 

Morgan’s alarmed shout startled the group, and they immediately started flying in that direction. After a 

few kilometers, they sensed the faint aura of the Heaven Rank with a single glance and they remained 

silent after returning. 

The Odin Prince was startled and was no longer in the mood to criticize Lin Yun. Dedale also forgot 

about his apprehensions and wasn’t even in the mood to think about the technique in Lin Yun’s hand. 

The group looked at Lin Yun and waited until he explained that matter. 

“Sir Merlin, how come there is a 2nd Rank Heaven Dark Night Phoenix here? And what’s going on with 

that large group of Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts?” 

Lin Yun closed the book in his hands and slowly stood up. 

“It’s because there is a very powerful array over there that can absorb the power from some areas to 

form a Pseudo Heaven Rank mana crystal before summoning an inferior magic beast to fuse with the 

mana crystal and create a Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beast. 

“Moreover, that array can produce ten mana crystals a day!” 

Lin Yun directly mentioned the array and even introduced that array’s abilities. 

The introduction of the array stunned everyone. 

“Sh*t, that’s how the Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts are made?” 

“As long as we occupy that array, wouldn’t we easily get ten Pseudo Heaven Rank mana crystals every 

day?” 

With the mention of that array, who would care about the death of those fools of the Quicksand Tower? 

Moreover, everyone knew that it was because of that array that Lin Yun got rid of the Quicksand 

Tower’s mages. 



“Sir Merlin, the mages of the Quicksand Tower died because...” 

Someone from the Odin Royal Family was unwilling to give up and wanted to maximize their benefits. 

He wanted to use this matter to pressure Lin Yun. 

But he didn’t have time to finish his words before being sneered at by Enderfa’s three faces. 

“That 2nd Rank Heaven Dark Phoenix was able to occupy that array thanks to the help of the Quicksand 

Tower. Now, days have passed and several 1st Rank Heaven Beasts have appeared... This is all thanks to 

their contribution. 

“If those fools hadn’t helped the magic beasts breach our array, how could the magic beasts have 

managed to occupy? How could there be several 1st Rank Heaven Beasts? 

“Getting rid of them instantly was letting them off lightly!” 

The person of the Odin Royal Family immediately became silent after hearing Enderfa’s words. He was 

even inwardly complaining about the mages of the Quicksand Tower. 

‘Sh*t, it looks like Mafa Merlin had managed to take control of the array, but was besieged by the magic 

beasts. 

‘He should have been able to resist, but his defenses were destroyed by the idiots of the Quicksand 

Tower. 

‘Real idiots! If not for them, Mafa Merlin might have still been occupying the array, and he wouldn’t 

have been able to hog everything to himself once we arrived, would he? 

‘And with our help, the power of the array might have stabilized, and we might have been able to safely 

occupy the array. 

‘Ten mana crystals a day... Even divided among so many forces, it would still be more than what they 

could hunt on their own. Furthermore, there’s also the huge group of Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts 

gathered there. The gathering speed of mana crystals would be a lot higher.’ 

Dedale also forgot that he had been trying to stir things up and threw aside the matter of the Quicksand 

Tower. 

“The Beastmen already have a lot of Heaven Rank powerhouses, and they can use Extraordinary Power 

in the raging Flame Battlefield. 

“There are fewer and fewer Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts appearing in the Raging Flame 

Battlefield. Especially in the past two days, it’s been very difficult to encounter one. 

“We have to take back that array!” 

People nodded at Dedale’s suggestion. At this time, Lin Yun suddenly said, “We should cooperate in 

taking over the array and then trade the mana crystals produced for Beast God’s Blood. I can help you 

refine Beast God’s Blood into potions. 

“It’ll help those on the verge of advancing to the Heaven realm complete their Extraordinary 

transformation. But the potion’s success rate isn’t 100%, it’s about 50%. 



“The person that contributed the most in taking back the array should get the opportunity to advance, 

and the second person would come next. 

“Is that okay with you?” 

Lin Yun’s words instantly startled the group. Dedale was looking at Lin Yun with puzzlement. 

‘Mafa Merlin actually wants to help us refine the potion? What is he thinking? 

‘Since when is he that kind?’ 

It wasn’t just Dedale... The Odin Royal Family was also suspicious. They definitely couldn’t understand 

why Lin Yun was suddenly offering such good conditions. 

Attacking the array was something everyone hoped for, but refining the potion only regarded Mafa 

Merlin. 

Raphael, Morgan, Jouyi, Harren... The four of them advancing to the Heaven Rank was a surprise. 

But the Azurewave Sword Saint was actually exulting. He had heard that Jouyi and Harren had managed 

to advance thanks to Lin Yun. Now he had the opportunity to advance to the Heaven Rank. Who could 

say no? 

Advancing to the Heaven Rank was a huge temptation, and an extremely generous proposal. In less than 

three seconds, everyone agreed to Lin Yun’s suggestion. 

Lin Yun had a calm expression, his heart hardly caring. 

He absolutely couldn’t take the array on his own. It wasn’t just that 2nd Rank Heaven Dark Night 

Phoenix now. There were also some 1st Rank Heaven Beasts and a few dozen Pseudo Heaven Rank 

powerhouses. 

He couldn’t completely get rid of these Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts. Several dozen Pseudo 

Heaven Ranks attacking together was something he couldn’t block without the light boundary. 

Only with everyone attacking could they have a chance of taking back the array. 

Moreover, even if they took back the array, they would be splitting the mana crystals among everyone. 

Apart from the Henry Family, Sky City, the Black Tower, and the Cloud Tower, the others would have to 

request him to refine the potion. 

But they would probably trade for items in the temple, just like Dedale and the Odin Royal Family. They 

definitely wouldn’t have the courage to ask him directly. 

This way, the speed at which he would get the Beast God’s Blood would be very slow. 

But by adding this tempting offer, all the mana crystals would definitely be used to trade for Beast God’s 

Blood, and once all the Beast God’s Blood were used to refine Golden Temptations, what was left 

behind would belong to Lin Yun. 

All the mana crystals would be used to strengthen the God Fire Ember! 



The God Fire Ember had already appeared, and it no longer needed that precise evolution process. As 

long as he had a large amount of Beast God’s Blood, he only needed to extract the Law fragments and 

directly fuse the rest of the power with the God Fire Ember. 

Once the God Fire Ember expanded to a certain degree, it wouldn’t just be an ember, but rather a 

genuine God Fire. 

If the God Fire Ember was already that powerful, how powerful would it become if it was ignited into a 

true God Fire? It wouldn’t be something that could be defined by the Heaven Rank. 

More importantly, if he truly ignited a God Fire, then the biggest benefits wouldn’t be the God Fire itself, 

but rather, the other things it contained. 

The bait tossed by Lin Yun was something Dedale couldn’t resist. Advancing to the Heaven Rank was the 

wish of all Archmages. 

They quickly came to an agreement. The mana crystals would be divided evenly, but they would first 

gather a hundred mana crystals to trade for a drop of Beast God’s Blood in order to have Lin Yun refine a 

Golden Temptation Potion. 

The person chosen for the first opportunity would be based on their performance during the attack. 

With this temptation, Lin Yun didn’t need to worry about some people slacking or being opportunistic 

during the attack. If they didn’t put any effort, then fine, they temporarily wouldn’t get mana crystals 

after the attack, while whoever spent the most effort would be the first to trade the mana crystals for 

the Beast God’s Blood, and would be the first to advance to the Heaven realm! 

 


